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Monthly climatologies of near-surface phytoplankton pigment concentration and sea surface
temperature(SST) were derived for the Gulf of Mexico from mUltiyear seriesof coastal zone color

scanner(CZCS) (November1978to November1985)and advahcedvery highresolutionradiometer
(AVHRR) (January 1983 to December 1987)images. We complementthese serieswith SST from the
comprehensiveocean-atmospheredata set (!946-1987) and Climate Analysis Center (1982-1990), and
hydrographicprofile data from the NOAA National OceanographicData Center (1914-I985). The
CZCS ocean color satellite data provide the first climatological time series of phytoplankton
concentrationfor the region.The CZCS imagesshowthat seasonalvariation in pigmentconcentration

seaward
of the shelfis synchronous
throughout
the gulf,with highest
values(>0.18 mgm-3) in
December
to February
andlowest
values
(---0.06
mgm-3) in Mayto July.Variation
in SSTis also
synchronous
throug,hout
thegulf,withmaxima
inJulyto September
andminimain Februaryto March,
The amplitudeof the SST variationin the westerngulfis abouttwice that observedin the easterngulf,

andSSTmaxima
andminima
persist
longerin thewest.Largeraqaplitudes
in SSTvariation
arealso

observedtoward the margins.While annualcyclesof SST and pigmentconcentrationsare out of phase
relative to each other, the phasesof mixed layer depth changeand pigment concentrationchangeare
similar. Model simulationssuggestthat the singlemost importantfactor controllingthe seasonalcycle
in surfacepigmentconcentrationis the depthof the mixed layer. The combineduseof oceancolor and

infraredimagespermi•ts
year-round
observation
of spatialstructure
6f thesurfacecirculation
in thegulf
and the pattern of dispersalof the MississippiRiver plume. Infrared imagesare most useful between

Novemberandmid-May,whenstrongSSTgradients
occur.Duringthistime,p!gmentconcentrations
are high and can be horizontallyhomogeneous.In contrast,betweenlate May and October, SST fields

areuniform,
buttheLoopCurrent
andlargeanticyclonic
eddies
couldbetraced
withtheCZCS:Three
anticycloniceddieswere observedin 1979,and at leasttwo were observedin 1980.No eddieswere
observedduringsummersof subsequentyearsin the CZCS time series,but this may be a result of the

dramatic
decrease
inthesatellite
sampling
rate.Theseries
ofcolørimages
showed
thatsmallparcels
of Mississippi River water were frequently (2-4 times a year) entrained in the cyclonic edge of the

Loop Current, stretchedalongthe Current, and carriedto the southeastalongthe westernFlorida

shelf.However,mostof theMississippi
Riverwaterflowedto thewest,following
theLouisiana-Texas
coast as far southas the Mexico-United Statesborder. Here, a persistentc•,clonemay reside,
exporting shelf constituentsto deeper regionsof the gulf.

INTRODUCTION

1982; Auer, 1987; Kirwan et al.,

1984a, b; Lewis and

Kirwan, 1987]. However, compared to the knowledge that
The Gulf of Mexico (Figure 1) has been the focus of has accumulatedabout physical processesin the gulf, very
extensive physical oceanographicfield and modelingstudies
little is known about the biological oceanography of the
[Austin, 1955; Nowlin et al., 1968; Nowlin, 1972; Nowlin and
region.
Hubertz, 1972; Wert and Reid, 1972; Robinson, 1973;
Most biological oceanographic studies in the Gulf of
Schroeder et al., 1974; Sturges and Blaha, 1976; PaluszkMexico have been geographicallyrestricted [e.g., Ortner et
iewicz et al., 1983; Blumberg and Mellor, 1985; Holmann
al., 1984; Biggs et al., 1984, 1991], and only one attempt to
and Worley, 1986; Pechmann et al., 1986; Kirwan et al.,
carry out a synoptic ship survey of the phytoplankton
1988]. The main attractions have been the warm Loop
distribution in the gulf has been made [El-Sayed and Trees,
Current and the large (100- to 200-km diameter) anticyclonic
1980]. It took 30 days to complete the latter survey (Februrings repeatedly shedby this current [Vukovich et al., 1979;
ary 25 to March 27, 1980), and the extreme eastern and
Vukovich and Maul, 1985; Vukovich, 1986, 1988a; Elliott,

southeastern
gulfwere not sampled.Trees[ 1985]produceda

Copyright 1991 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 91JC00787.
0148-0227/91/91 JC-00787 $05.00

contoured map of chlorophyll a from this survey, but no
clear patternsemerged.Furthermore, he found no apparent
relationshipbetween the contoured data and pigment con12,645
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Fig. 1. Schematic
mapof theGulfof Mexicoshowing
areasforwhichtimeseriesof pigment
concentration
andsea
surface
temperature
wereextracted:
entirebasin,eastern
gulf(LoopCurrentwaters,200x 200-km
2 box,centered
at

24øN,
86øW),
andwestern
gulf(modified
GulfofMexico
waters,
200x 200-km
2box,centered
at25øN,
93øW).

centratiOnfieldsinferredfrom four singlecoastalzone color observationson the spatial structure of the surface circulascanner(CZCS) satelliteimagescollectedduringthe survey. tion in the region; and (6) trace the general pattern of
Maulet al, [i984]alsoattempted
touseCZCSdata(among dispersalof the MississippiRiver plume.

otherremotely
sensed
information)
in aneffortto compare
spatial patterns of catch per unit effort for Atlantic bluefin
tuna in the Gulf of Mexico with spatialpatternsin oceanographic variables' but he could not use any of the data

COvering
thesampled
fishery
periods
onaccount
of c!oudi-

METHODS

Pigment Concentrations

hess or løCatiOn.

Synoptic estimatesof the concentrationof pigmentsin
• Walshet al. [1989]reviewedthe availablephytoplankton surfacewatersof the Gulf of Mexico were derivedusingthe

andnutrient
datain aneffortto validate
a coupled
physical- CZCS,

launched by NASA on the Nimbus 7 satellite in

biological numerical model for the Gulf of Mexico. In their

October 1978. The CZCS was an experimentalsensorthat
model of the biologicalresponseto eddy sheddingand providedan estimateof the water-leavingradianceoriginatnutrientinjectionby the Loop Current, incidentlight and ing in the first optical depth. The averagephytoplankton
vertical mixing varied seasonally.The simulatedphyto- concentrationin this layer hasbeenempiricallyrelatedto the
plankton concentrationsalso followed a welt,defined sea- water-leaving radiance, and thus at low concentrations
sonalcycle. Walsh et al. [1989], however, found that histor- (0.04-0.5mg pigmentm-3) the CZCS-derived
pigments
ical in situ data were scarce and insufficient to validate the represent the optically weighted average algae biomass
model results. Nevertheless,carbon depositionpatterns within a surfacelayer of approximately1- to 10-mdepth.
observed in sediments of the Gulf of Mexico as well as more
The CZCS data were screenedwith the BROWSE quickrecent surfacechlorophyllconcentrationdistributionpat- look facility developedat the GoddardSpaceFlight Center
terns,observedin a preliminarytime seriesof CZCS images by G. Feldman and N. Kuring. Only sceneswhich covered
at 20-km resolution,were reproducedby the model.
at least some portion of the Gulf of Mexico containing
This is a companionpaperto the numericalsimulationof patchesof valid data greater than approximately200 x 200

theGulf of Mexicoby Walshet al. [ 1989].Ourprimarygoals
in this studywere to (1) derivethe climatological
seasonal
cycle of pigmentconcentrationin the gulf, neededfor basic
validationof numericalsimulations'
(2) examinethe spatial
andtemporalvariabilityof the surfacedistribution
of phytoplankton in the region; (3) determinethe main factor(s)
controllingthe observedspatialand temporalchangesin
pigmentconcentration
in the interiorof the gulf;(4) derivea
climatologyof sea surface temperature(SST) based on
infraredsatellitedata and validateit usinghistoricalin situ

km were selected. Pigment concentrationswere obtained at

a spatialresolutionof approximately4 km by subsampling
the originalCZCS imagesto 1/16of their originalresolution
at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), Greenbelt, Maryland [see Feldman et al., 1989]. Concentrations

were derivedfrom ratios of the blue (443 nm) or blue-green
(520 nm) water-leavingradiancesto the greenradiance(550
nm), usingthe atmospheric
correctionandbio-opticalalgorithms of Gordon et al. [1983a] (also see Gordon et al.
[1983b]and Gordonet al. [1988]).Cloudswere maskedusing
a simplethresholdtest on the 750-nmband (channel5). The

information; (5) show that a combination of infrared and
ocean color space-basedsensorscan provide year-round threshold was selected as the value where the CZCS visible
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Fig. 2. Temporal coverageof the Gulf of Mexico realized during the lifetime of the CZCS (November 1978 to June
1986, open bars), as well as temporal coverageof data usedfor this study (November 1978to November 1985, solid bar
overlays). The CZCS data were screenedwith the BROWSE quick-lookfacility developedat the Goddard SpaceFlight
Center by G. Feldman and N. Kuring. Only sceneswhich covered at least some portion of the Gulf of Mexico
containingpatchesof valid data greater than approximately200 x 200 km were selected.Consecutive2-min segments
from one satellitepasswere countedas separatescenes.Data usedin this study were binned into monthly meansas
described in the text (see Plate 1).

channels,particularly the 670-nm band (channel4), beginsto
saturate, a point at which atmospheric correction is no
longer possible. The processed CZCS data also include a
mask for Sun glint.
Coherent spatial patterns of pigment concentration in the
gulf could not be discernedusingindividual CZCS imagesor
even weekly compositesowing to extensive cloud cover or
lack of programedcoverage(see, for example, Trees [ 1985]).
Therefore we binned the data into monthly composites.All
images were first mapped to congruentcylindrical equidistant projections. Binning used all available cloud-free pixels

fora month,generating
fieldswithsumX, sumX 2, andN for
each pixel. Daily fields were converted into fields representing arithmetic average pigment concentration,standarddeviation, and number of scenesavailable within the given time
interval (seebelow). Valid pixels were thosehavingpigment

that

time.

The

resolution

of this

latter

set was

further

reduced to approximately 36 km x 30 km per pixel. The
reduction of spatial and of temporal resolution as described
was arbitrary and was done to help alleviate computer mass
storage restrictions. We believe that this scheme still provides first-order estimates of the monthly means.
To examine time variation in the concentration of phytoplankton, we obtained arithmetic means for the three areas
shown in Figure 1:
Entire Gulf of Mexico. This area included all waters
within the gulf to a line across the Yucatan Channel (between Isla Mujeres off Yucatan and Cabo San Antonio,
Cuba) and a line across the Straits of Florida (extending
along 81øW). Three means were derived for each month: a
mean including continental shelf waters, a mean based only
on waters deeper than the continental shelf and a shelf mean.

concentrations
between0.04 and 7.0 mg m-3' i.e. we

A shelf mask for waters shallower

excluded missingdata, clouds, and extremely high pigment
values. The resultingcompositeimageshad the same spatial
resolution as the input images. Clearly, locationsaffected by
clouds or missing data in successive images resulted in
smaller temporal bins relative to locations with valid data.
Compositesfor November 1978 through May 1980 represent calendar monthly means. These data were binned at
spatialresolutionsof 4 km. Subsequentcompositesthrough
December 1981 were based on the first 10 days of consecutive 30-day periods, which clearly representsonly a fraction
of the available data (see Figure 2). We binned these data
into 20-km x 20-km squaresprior to deriving composites.
From January 1982 through December 1985, composites
represent 30-day means of all CZCS data collected during

from a digital, 0.5-min resolution bathymetric data set from
the Naval Ocean Research and Development Activity
(NORDA) in Stennis Space Center, Mississippi.

than 200 m was obtained

Easterngulf. Thisareaincludeda box 200 x 200km2
centered at 24øN, 86øW, containing Loop Current water.

Western
gulf. Thisareaincludeda box200 x 200km2
centered at 25øN, 93øW, containing modified Gulf of Mexico
water.

From these series we further derived a 7-year monthly
climatology for each region by averaging by month across
years.

To test the effects of spatial resolution on the regional
means derived from the CZCS data, we compared monthly
composites derived in four different ways for the period

12,648
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November 1978 through May 1980. This period was chosen
because it was the only one for which we had a complete
4-km resolution data set at the time of the study. Specifically, we computed four versions of the monthly mean
concentration

for

the

200

x

200-km

box located

in the

eastern Gulf of Mexico (Figure 1), as follows: (1) Regional
means were computed directly from the 20-km resolution
CZCS monthly composites of the North Atlantic generated
by G. Feldman (NASA GSFC) and describedby McClain et
al. [1990]. (2) Regional means were computed directly from
the 4-km resolution CZCS monthly compositesof the Gulf of
Mexico. (3) Using the daily 4-km resolutionCZCS imagesof
the Gulf of Mexico, the monthly means were computed by
averaging the series of daily regional means. (4) Using the
daily 4-km resolution CZCS images of the Gulf of Mexico,
the monthly means were computed by weighting the daily
regional means by the number of valid pixels in each daily
image (valid pixels are those with valid data).
We found that there were no significantdifferences between these series using a simple t test on month-to-month
differences between any pair of series. The null hypothesis
tested was that the population of differenceshad an average
value of 0. The test criterion was that of significance at the
0.1% level or better. In summary, all versionsprovided the
same result regardless of how they were derived.
There may be problems in applying simple statisticaltests,
such as the t test used here, to satellite imagesof geophysical
data. This is because such data are frequently spatially
correlated (and therefore not independent). It is also hard to
estimate degrees of freedom and standard errors. The t test
is not statistically rigorous for the comparisonsattempted
here because phytoplankton biomass does not follow a
normal distribution in space but rather follows a lognormal
distribution [see Campbell and O'Reilly, 1988]. Also, sample
size of the populationsof meanswas differentfor each of the
seriesjust compared, simply as a result of the way in which
the means were derived. Nevertheless, such comparisons
suggestthat differences in the series for the deep waters of
the Gulf of Mexico, derived in radically different ways, are
small.

This differs from the conclusion of M•iller-Karger et al.
[1989], who in a study of the Caribbean Sea found that the
most robust series of means was obtained using the weighted
daily means. The reason that this method did not provide
different

results

for the Gulf

of Mexico

is that the areas

It is clear that the nature of the data set used has to be well
understood.

It is not uncommon

to find low-resolution

data

sets, such as global CZCS images with a nominal pixel
resolution of 18-20 km (i.e., 2048 x 1024 pixel images),
further degradedby a factor of 8 for digital display on 512 x
512 pixel screens, being used as if they had not been
subsampled.Such data are inadequate to study local, smallscale phenomena.
In terms of the accuracy of the concentrations derived,
previous results suggestthat in low-pigment waters (0.08-1.5

mg m-3), retrievedpigmentconcentrations
are within3040% of in situ concentrations [Gordon et al., 1980, 1982,
1983a]. The deep Gulf of Mexico falls in this category, with
waters of caseI type [seeMorel and Prieur, 1977]. However,
the accuracy of derived values is questionable over shelf
waters and in areas of river plume dispersal [see MiillerKarger et al., 1989; Carder et al., 1989], even though CZCS
pigment values in areas affected by rivers may be realistic
[Yoder et al., 1987; Barale et al., 1986; Gordon et al.,
1983a]. Such areas have been broadly classified as being
caseII by Morel and Prieur [ 1977], to indicate that there may
be a large concentration of gelbstoffe (yellow dissolved
organic matter) as well as other marine or terrigenous
constituentswhich do not covary with phytoplankton.
The presence of additional colored constituentscan lead
to an overestimate of phytoplankton concentration [see
Baker and Smith, 1982; Carder et al., 1986]. The degree of
correlation among phytoplankton, suspended matter, and
gelbstoffenear the Mississippi River delta or the nearshore
environment of the Gulf of Mexico is unclear, and in such
environments it is difficult to quantify chlorophyll concentration based on a simplistic blue-green ratio of CZCS
radiances [e.g., Fisher et al., 1986]. The algorithms used
here did not compensatefor the presence of these additional
constituents. It is important that future studies refine our
presentoceancolor algorithmsusingextensive direct ground
information [e.g., Carder et al., 1986, 1989; also R. R.
Bidigare et al. (Influence of the Orinoco River outflow on
distributionsof algal pigmentsin the Caribbean Sea, submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, 1991)] and indirect
mass balance models [e.g., Miiller-Karger et al., 1989] in
order to accurately quantify carbon pools and concentrations of other optical constituents.
An

additional

source

of error

in the

CZCS

data

is a

"ringing" (sensor overshoot) effect caused by a lag in the
examined by M•iller-Karger et al. [1989] were very large adjustment of the CZCS amplifiers to large changesin target
(>105 km2) relativeto the 200 x 200-kmboxesusedhere, brightness off the eastern and northeastern boundaries
and within those areas of the Caribbean examined, patches (downscan side) of some clouds [see Mueller, 1988]. Ringing
of high concentrations occurred periodically as a result of effects were minimized in our 20-km spatial resolution prodthe dispersal of river plumes or upwelling. Under such ucts by maskingof affected areas prior to the spatial binning
conditions, partial coverage of the sampling areas by the process.Mask generationrelied both on the propertiesof the
CZCS led to biases in the regional means, and weighting CZCS and the behavior of the normalized water-leaving
radiance at 520 nm (band 2). The nominal value of normalreduced the impact of the outlying values on the mean.
radianceat 520 nm is 0.48 mW cm-2
On the other hand, the use of imagery of varying resolu- ized water-leaving
withincreasing
chlorophyll
contion may not provide equivalent results for studiesof small- tzm-• sr-• . Thisdecreases
scale processes, i.e., over scales much smaller than the 200 centration (see, for example, Figure 2 of Gordon et al.
x 200-km boxes used here. At such small scales it is best to
[1988]). The 520-nm CZCS channel exhibited the lowest
use full resolution imagery (1-km pixels in the case of the instrument noise of any of the CZCS bands but suffered a
CZCS and the advanced very high resolution radiometer largeovershoot
response.
A threshold
of 0.7 mW cm-2
(AVHRR)). Subsamplingof the original data by factors of 16 tzm-• sr-• waschosen
to allowfor in-waterscattering
and
or more, as was done here, with subsequentgrouping into residual aerosol radiance. Once the atmospherically corbins of 20 km or larger, aliases(or filters) small-scalefeatures rected 520-nm radiances decreased below 0.7, a subsequent
from the data.
test required the pixel-to-pixel radiance difference to be less
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than0.10mW cm-2 /xm-1 sr-1 (approximately
twoinstru- Roberts, 1987] contains gridded (2ø x 2ø) SSTs and correment counts). A distance limit restricted the test to pixels
within 40 original resolution pixels of the cloud edge determined with the 750-nm band as was explained above.
Note

that

we corrected

the sensor overshoot

artifacts

when deriving the 20-km spatially binned data but for
comparison purposes did not apply this correction to the
4-km CZCS products discussedbelow. Similar to what was
found by Miiller-Karger et al. [1990], the geographicalarea
affected by tinging in the Gulf of Mexico was small relative
to our area of study, affectinga band of the order of 10 km or
less on the downscan

side of clouds. Below we show that

there were no statistical differencesbetween the regional
means derived usingthe 20- or the 4-km data sets, in spite of
the different masks applied.

spondingquality parameters, indicating whether the data is
only from in situ or from blended SST observations (in situ
SSTs blended with AVHRR-derived SSTs). Here, we used
the blended analysis grids, which are available from January
1982to December 1990. The CAC data have been subjected
to objective quality controls as described by Reynolds
[1988]. The global monthly average bias error is less than
0.1øC. The global monthly average rms error is less than
0.8øC. However, errors at individual grid points could be
larger.
Finally, we derived mean monthly climatological profiles

of temperature, salinity, and density (trt) in the Gulf of

Mexico using all standard depth NOAA National Oceanographic Data Center (NODC) station cast data for bottom
depths >50 m available for the gulf (period 1914-1985). The
NODC data have limitations in terms of the spatial distribuSea Surface Temperature
tion of observations in the Gulf of Mexico. The highest
To complementthe pigment time series,we examined SST density of observations is found in the Yucatan Channel and
fields derived from the NOAA operational multichannelsea Straits of Florida along the west Florida shelf, and immedisurface temperature (MCSST) product archived at the Uni- ately east of the Mississippidelta. The rest of the gulf is more
versity of Miami [Olson et al., 1988]. The SST values are or less uniformly covered, with at least one station within 20
derived from AVHRR data and distributedby NOAA (global km of any other stations. The lowest density of stations is
retrieval tapes). The NOAA product consists in lists of found in the southwestern quadrant of the gulf. We atlatitude, longitude, time, and MCSST. MCSST techniques tempted deriving a climatology of nutrient concentration
are describedby Walton [1988], Strong and McClain [1984], profiles, but the data archived for the gulf were so few and
and McClain et al. [ 1983]. The algorithmsused were thoseof unreliable that it was not possible to interpret the results in
McClain et al. [1985]. These include a series of tests, using a meaningful way.
radiance

thresholds

for visible channels and differences

of

brightnesstemperaturesfor the infrared channels,to detect
cloud-contaminatedpixels. The data were sorted by time
and grouped into 2-week bins for 1982-1986 and into 1-week
bins starting in 1987. Subsequently,data points were geographically binned into pixels of a 2048 x 1024 matrix
covering the globe (cylindrical equidistant projection). A
Laplacian interpolation was used to fill gaps, with the
condition that one valid retrieval exist within nine pixels of
the pixel being evaluated. For purposes of this work we

RESULTS

Data

Distribution

We derived a total of 81 composite CZCS images representinga seriesof monthly mean pigmentfields in the Gulf of
Mexico from November 1978 through November 1985. This
time

series included

1562 individual

scenes collected

be-

tween November 1978 and November 1985 (the CZCS
focused on the Gulf of Mexico and the northwestern Caribcollected over 2500 scenesof the gulf over its lifetime; see
bean Sea. We derived SST climatologiesfor the subregions Figure 2).
shown in Figure 1 by binning data by month acrossyears.
Figure 2 summarizesthe temporal coverageof the Gulf of
We also examined multiyear seriesof SST extracted from Mexico realized during the lifetime of the CZCS (November
the comprehensiveocean-atmospheredata set (COADS) and 1978to June 1986),as well as the temporal coverageusedfor
the Climate Analysis Center (CAC) data set. Both of these this study (November 1978 to November 1985). The total
data sets are archived and described in the on-line NASA
number of scenes included in a composite (Figure 2) is
climate data system (NCDS) of the NASA Space Science frequently slightly larger than the number of monthly CZCS
Data Center (NSSDC) at NASA GSFC.
passesthat provided useful data. This occurs becauseCZCS
The COADS is described by Woodruff et al. [1987]. It data are archived in 2-min segments, and two or three
contains monthly averaged marine observations for the consecutive segmentscollected during a single orbital pass
years 1854 through 1987 on a 2ø x 2ø geographicalgrid. We were counted as separate scenes.Also, the total number of
used the SST subsetfor the years 1946-1987. The COADS is scenesused per binning period (Figure 2) is typically larger
derived from weather observations taken near the ocean's
than the largest number of scenesincluded per pixel (N) in
surface,primarily from merchantships,and is supplemented a composite. This also is a consequenceof schedulingand
by data from buoys, surface level bathythermographs,the satellite position as well as variability in cloud cover.
global telecommunication system (GTS), and ocean station
The best sequenceof images spanned 1979 and the first
vessel observations.
We used COADS
to derive an addihalf of 1980, the period over which 41% of the data examined
tional SST climatologyfor the interior of the Gulf of Mexico were collected(Figure 2). Over 50% of the pixels in each of
by binning monthly data across the years.
these monthly composites had a sample size larger than 2,
The CAC SST was derived from in situ (ship-of- and on occasion, average sample sizes over the Gulf of
opportunity and fixed buoy) data and radiance data collected Mexico and adjacent Cayman Sea exceeded five images per
from the AVHRR. The AVHRR retrievals were derived by month per pixel (e.g., August, September, and October 1979
the multichannel technique referred to by Reynolds [1988]. and March, April, and May 1980). In contrast, our temporal
The CAC SST data set [Reynolds, 1988; Reynolds and samplingscheme(10 days per month) for June 1980 through
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Fig. 3. Time seriesof regionalmonthly meanpigmentconcentrationvaluesin the Gulf of Mexico (milligramsper
cubic meter). (a) Means derived for the entire basin:the solid curve showsthe serieswhich includesthe continental

shelfregion;thedashed
curveshows
valuesobtained
excluding
the shelf.(b) Meansderivedfor 200x 200-km
2
subregionsshownin Figure 1: the solid curve representsthe westernbox' the dashedcurve showsthe easternbox.

December 1982 resulted in markedly decreased coverage
relative to the number of scenesavailable (Figure 2). Complete lack of coverageusing the describedsamplingscheme
occurred in November 1980, June 1981, April 1984, and May
1985.

It has been pointed out that cloud cover can alias time
seriesof pigmentfields [e.g., Abbott and Zion, 1987].Clouds
would preclude coverage of large portions of the Gulf of
Mexico during periods of atmospheric front passage or
during storm periods. Any transients of the near-surface
pigment concentration resulting from storm activity may
thus remain undetected by the CZCS. AVHRR-derived SST
products would experience similar aliasingproblem.
However, while we expected a strong seasonalpattern in
the availability of CZCS data due to meteorologicalproblems, the CZCS collected as many good data over the gulf
during summersas during winters (e.g., Figure 2). In particular, the second half of 1979 and the first half of 1980 showed
exceptionally good coverage of the gulf. It seemsthat more
than cloud cover the reason for lack of coverageof the gulf
was scheduling. In general, sample scheduling appears to
have provided more frequent coverageof the easternmargin
of the gulf: the dense coverage of the west Florida shelf is

primarily the result of schedulingfor data collection of the
East Coast of the United States, with concomitant cover of
this portion of the gulf.
A discussion

of the distribution

of clouds or cloud-free

pixels in spaceor over time, and the aliasingeffect of such
variability on variations in ocean color, phytoplanktonconcentration, and sea surfacetemperature, is beyondthe scope
of the current study. This would require continuouscoverage of the region and processingof the entire data set.
Currently, it is difficult to separatethe confoundingfactors
of lack of data due to scheduling, geographical coverage

during various orbital passes,data drops due to temporary
sensor failure, and cloud cover.
Phytoplankton Pigment Concentration Series

Figure 3 shows the four time series of regional pigment
meansderived from the CZCS composites.Figure 3a shows

thatthereis an offsetof 0.30mgpigmentm-3 between
the
basin mean includingthe continental shelf (mean = 0.45 mg

pigmentm-3, SE = 0.18, n = 80 means)and the mean
excluding
the shelf(mean= 0.15mgpigmentm-3, SE =
0.07, n = 81 means). Also, there clearly are higher values of
algal biomass every boreal winter relative to the summer
concentrations.Figure 3 also suggeststhat temporalvariability over the shelf increased during 1983 and that the high
winter concentrations in other regions of the gulf were
attenuated after 1982. There is also a general lack of spatial
and temporal pattern in the seriesof imagesstartingin 1983.
It is importantto note that thesetime seriesare robustonly
up to about 1982, since afterward artifacts may have been
introducedby the decreasein CZCS sampling.Furthermore,
the calibration

of the CZCS

sensors after

1982 remains

unknown. The climatologiesderived here include the latter
part of the record as well.
Figure 3b showsthe time seriesof monthly mean pigment
concentrationswithin the two 200- x 200-km subregionsof
the gulf outlined in Figure 1. These subregionswere chosen
to examine the contrast between an offshore area directly
influencedby the Loop Current and one that is not. Note
that the eastern box is not necessarily always in the Loop
Current. In particular, when anticyclonic eddies are shed,
the Loop Current flows directly from Yucatan Channel
throughthe Straitsof Florida, i.e., southof the box. Accordingly, we expectedvariablesmeasuredin this box to show
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Monthly climatology of pigment concentration(milligrams per cubic meter) in the Gulf of Mexico based on 7
years of CZCS data (1979-1985).

cycle
forthecontinental
shelf
(waters
shallower
than200m)

wide variability. In spite of this the eastern and western time
series of algal biomass were very similar. Except for 1979
and late 1982 the subregion series tracked each other,
showing that pigment variability in offshore waters is generally synchronousthroughoutthe gulf at seasonaltime scales.
Figure 4 shows the climatological seasonalcycle of pig-

was obtainedby maskingwaters deeper than 200 m. There is
a seasonalcycle, both offshore and over the shelf, but it is
clearly more pronouncedover the shelf.
The climatological seasonalcycles of phytoplankton concentration in the two subregionsof the Gulf of Mexico are

ment

shownin Figure5. In bothsubregions,
consistently
low

concentration

in the Gulf

of Mexico.
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Fig. 5. Monthly climatologyof pigmentconcentration(milligramspigmentper cubic meter) and sea surface

temperature
(degrees
Celsius)
withinthetwo200x 200km2 subregions
of theGulfof Mexicoshown
in Figure1. (Top)

Thesolidcurves.represent
a monthly
pigment
concentration
climatology
based
on7 yearsofCZCSdata(1979-1985),
and the dotted curves represent the standarderror envelope of the series. The dashed curve overlay representsthe
climatologicalmixed layer depth, estimatedfrom all historicalNODC trt data in the gulf (bottom depth > 50 m; see
text). (Bottom) Solid curves show monthly mean SST estimated from 5 years of AVHRR data (1983-1987), and the
dotted curves represent the standarderror envelope of the series. The dashed curves represent monthly mean SST
values obtained from the COADS data set (1946-1987) for the 2ø x 2ø boxes closest to the center of the subregionsof
interest.
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-3

pigment values occurredduring summer(about 0.06 mg m
or less) and high values occurred during winter (>0.18 mg

logical O't values (Figure 6a), temperature (Figure 6b), and
salinity (Figure 6c) were derived at standarddepthsfrom all
m-3). As wasmentioned
above,the cyclesin bothsubre- the available NODC station data for the region with recorded
gions are very •similar. The eastern subregion, however, water depths greater than 50 m (years included: 1914-1985).

whichis•directlyaffectedby the Loop Current,showed Themixedlayerdepth(MLD) (shown
in Figures
5 and6)
largervariabilityduringlate fall (Novemberto December) was definedas the first depth at which a changein at larger
than the Westernsubregion.This appearsto be the result of

than 0.5 occurred relative to the mean density within the

'interannualvariationin the chlorophyllconcentration
of upper 10 m, using the monthly climatologicalat profiles.
watersflowinginto the Gulf of Mexicofrom the Cayman Clearly, density in the upper 100 m undergoes a strong
Mixed Layer Depth and SST Series
Figure 6 summarizesthe seasonalcycle of water column
properties in the offshore Gulf of Mexico. Monthly climato-

seasonalcycle which leads to shallow (<20 m) mixed layers
duringboreal summers.The density changesare largely the
result of temperature changes.
Figure 7 showsthe COADS and satellite-derived SST time
seriesderived for the eastern and western subregionsfor the
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Time[•ear]

Fig.7. Time
s•ries
o}SST(øC)
withih
thetwo200x 200-km
2subregions
oftheGulfofMexico
shown
inFigure
1. The serieswerederivedfrom5 yearsof AVHRR data(1983-1987)andfroma subset(1978-1988)of the COADS data

setf6• the 2ø x 2øboxesclosestto thecenterof the subregions
of interest.

sateliiteSST), showeda negativeslopewhenregressed
period
197'8-1988.
In general,
the•COADS
observations

(1946-1987)
suggested
thatinteranndal
variation
witlt{n
the

against time (slope significantly different from 0 at the 0.001

gulf is relativelysmall.This is alsoreflectedin the narrow level within both subregions).There also seemsto be a small

envelope
ofdeviations
fromthemonthly
½Ji'•atological
SST

phase lag between the climatological monthly values ob-

rneai•s
forthesubregions
(Figure• estimated
bothfromthe tainedfromthesedataset• leadingto cyclic departures
from
COADS(1946-1987)
andfromtheAVHRR (1983-1987)
data a 1:1relationship
onh s•eas6nai
basis
(Figure
8).
sets.

,;i

SST changesin the east and in the west were synchro-

The causesfor the differences among the COADS, CAC,
and AVHRR

SST

data

sets are difficult

to assess.

Such

nous,buttheamplitude
of theseasonal
variation
waslarger peculiarities may be due to effects derived from time of day
in the west (Figures:5 and 7). While betweenJuly and at which AVHRR measurements are made (daytime passes
Septemberboth regionshad relatively similar SSTs (>29øC),

in this case). There is also an uncertainty in the estimates

fromDecember
through
Aprilthewestern
subregion
showed

associated

SSTs as much as 4øC lower than the eastern region. On the

[Schluessel et al., 1990], while SST measured in situ may

with the fact that the AVHRR

"sees"

skin SST

average,the meansST rangewas about7øCin the west, reflectthe bulk temperature.From a climatologicalpoint of
compared
withabout$0Cin theeast.Also,SSTmaximaand view it is possiblethat the Loop Current developed a more
minimain thewestpersisted
for longerperiodsthanmaxima persistentintrusion into the northern gulf during the winters
and minimain the east. The dampening
of the seasonal of 1983-1987 (Years of AVHRR data) relative to previous
variation in the east is caused by the influx of warm
Caribbean water into the gulf via the Loop Current during

years (COADS spanned 1946-1987), thus leading to higher
winter temperaturesin the eastern sector (see Figure 8).
winters;thiswateriswarmerttlafiwesterngulfwaters.Even
Clearly, there is considerable scatter between pigment
largeramplitudes
of temperature
occurcloserto the Texas- concentration and SST throughout the Gulf of Mexico at
seasonaltime scales (Figure 9): This scatter is a result of the
Louisiana coast, away from the influence of the warm Loop
Currentandanticycloniceddiesshedby it.
phase difference between these variables and is evidence
A month-by-monthcomparisonof the AVHRR-derived that algal biomass is not directly related to temperature of
SSTs and the COADS SSTs for the period of overlapping the water. Figure 9 emphasizes the difference in the SST
observations (1983-1987) resulted in rms differences of range between the eastern and western subregions,while
1.22øC for the Western subregion (n = $8 months) and showing that pigment values in both subregionsare similar
0.92øCfor the eastern subregion(n - 60 months). A similar duringany one month. It is •ilso clear from Figure 9 that
comparisonbetween the AVHRR-derived SSTs and the widely different levels of algal biomass may be found at any
CAC SSTs for the sameperiod resulted in rms differencesof one temperaturewithin the SST cycle of the Gulf of Mexico.
0.90øC for the western subregion (n = 60 months) and The spread in pigment values within a region is much larger
0.82øC for the eastern subregion (n = 60 months). The during the boreal winter than during the summer.
differencebetween monthly COADS SST and the satellite
In addition to the temporal variability observed in the
SST (COADS-satellite SST), •s well as the difference be- surfacepigment concentration, SST, and hydrographic protween monthly CAC SST and the satellite SST (CACfile series, dramatic changes in the spatial structure were
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observed in the CZCS images. The series of images showed became homogeneousbetween about December and Februthat during summer there was marked spatial structure in the ary. Homogeneousfields can occur early, as was observedin
pigment fields associated with the Loop Current and anticy- late October 1979.Spatial structuredid not developagainuntil
clonic eddies(see sequencesfor both 1979and 1980, Plate 1). atleastFebruary,
whena tongue
oflowvalues
(<0.1mgm-3)
The eastern Gulf was dominated by the clear water intrusion extendedinto the gulf from Yucatan Channel (for example, see
of the summerLoop Current, while the westernsidecontained March to May 1979or 1980in Plate 1). This is alsoan indication
patches of clear water. In winter, concentrations increased of reduced domination of wind mixing and marks the lowsimultaneouslythroughoutthe gulf, and offshorepigmentfields pigment summer signatureof the Loop Current.
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the seasonal cycle in the eastern Gulf of Mexico, and the dotted curve represents the variation in the western gulf.
Letters represent month of the year.
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Hate 1a. Seriesof monthly compositesof pigmentconcentrationin the Gulf of Mexico for Januaryto June 1979.
Concentrations(milligramsper cubic meter) were color coded, with purple and blue representinglow pigment
concentrations(note that the lowest concentrationshave been overemphasizedto enhancespatialpatternsusingviolet
with a reddish tint). Yellow and red indicate higher concentrations.Land is masked grey, the coastline, white; and
clouds and missing data black. Rivers affecting the region have been drawn in blue as part of the land mask for
information purposes. All rivers have been drawn with the same line width, and therefore these lines do not contain
information on dischargerates nor on the size of the rivers.
DISCUSSION

Because of the large scale of the Loop Current and its
anticyclonic rings and because of the variability in the
occurrence, shape, and location of these features, ships
alone provide inadequate definition of the circulation and
biogeochemical cycling within the Gulf of Mexico. New
approaches have combined models, satellites, drifters, and
hydrographicand expendablebathythermograph(XBT) data
to map the details of the physical environment [cf.
Paskausky and Reid, 1972; Hulburt and Thompson, 1980;
Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC),
1986, 1988]. In particular, infrared satellite images have
provided synoptic maps of the Loop Current and its eddies
since the 1970s, somethingthat was not possiblepreviously
even after extensive ship surveys [Lewis and Kirwan, 1987;

Vukovich, 1986, 1988a; Vukovich and Maul, 1985; Maul et
al., 1985; Paluszkiewicz et al., 1983; Elliott, 1982; Maul,
1981; Vukovich et al., 1979; Huh et al., 1978, 1981]. However, infrared satellite images provide information on the

spatial structureof the circulation in the Gulf only during a
7-month period (late October through mid-May). During the
rest of the year, SST gradientsare small throughoutthe gulf,
rendering infrared imagery uselessfor identifying the summer Loop Current or other surface circulation features.
The possibilitiesof usingremotely sensedocean color data
as a complementto infrared imageryfor year-roundstudyof
surface circulation patterns in the Gulf of Mexico was first
examinedby Maul and Gordon [ 1975]and Maul [ 1977]. Maul
and Gordon tested this concept using in situ data and images
from the Earth ResourcesTechnology Satellite ERTS 1 (the
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Series of monthly compositesof pigment concentrationin the Gulf of Mexico for July to December 1979.

ERTS has been renamed the Landsat series). They found by using a combination of ocean color and infrared satellite
that the Landsat multispectralscanner(MSS) detectedfron- sensors. While we recognize the importance of comparing
tal boundariesbasedon changesin the color of the water, in the radiometric data provided by the CZCS with historical
spite of the low radiometricsensitivity(low gain) and broad radiometric and Forel color observations made in the gulf,
wavelengthchannelsof its sensors.Additional problemsfor here we have limited our work to an analysis of the CZCSoceanographicapplicationare that Landsat data have very derived pigment concentrations.
high spatial resolution(30- to 80-m pixels) relative to the
Plate I and Figure 2 show that a large amount of data can
AVHRR and the CZCS (---l-km pixels),muchsmallerspatial be collectedover the Gulf of Mexico during summermonths,
coverage
(---300x 300km2 squares
compared
with 1000x in spiteof the rainy season.Unfortunately, the CZCS was an

2000km2 for AVHRR or CZCS),anda revisittimeof 17-18 experimental sensor which collected data on a limited basis
days, compared with 1-3 days for AVHRR and CZCS.
Therefore Landsatdata are inadequatefor monitoringlargescale oceanographicfeatures like the gulf Loop Current.
The measurements and theoretical considerations of Maul

and Gordon [1975] and subsequentefforts in the Gulf of
Mexico by Clark [1981], Austin and Petzold [1981], and
Austin [1980] laid the groundwork for the interpretation of
the CZCS data coveringthis region.Here, we expandon the
work of these pioneering studiesto examine surface circulation patterns in the Gulf of Mexico on a year-roundbasis

during its life and has not yet been replaced after finally
failing in June 1986. While there is only a minimum of
overlap between the AVHRR and CZCS time series, enough
data exist to prove the concept, however.
The combined

AVHRR

and CZCS

series show that the

Loop Current and its anticyclonic eddies can be traced
effectively during summers with the CZCS (Plate 1) and
during winters with the AVHRR (Plate 2). The CZCS series
also provided the first comprehensive definition of the seasonality in phytoplankton concentration within the gulf.
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Using historical data, it is possible to establish which
factors control sucha cycle of phytoplanktonconcentration.
While there is a long-term exchange of properties between
incoming water of the Caribbean Sea and those resident in
the Gulf of Mexico [Walsh et al., 1989; Kirwan et al., 1984a,

b; Elliott, 1979], a comparison between long time series of
physical and biological variables in the gulf suggeststhat on
the average, the local physical processes dominate the
productivity of the upper water column over the course of 1
year. In particular, the seasonal cycles of algal biomass left
behind in the surface water of the eastern and western gulf
(see Figure 5) are similar, regardless of the presence or
absence of anticyclonic eddies and the Loop Current, as is
indicated by a 3ø-4øCtemperature contrast between the two
regions (Figure 7).
Another important result from our comparison of the
climatological SST and pigment time series is that the
pigment concentrations are out of phase relative to the SST
throughout the interior of the gulf (Figures 5 and 9). Minima
of algal biomass occur 2 to 3 months before the SST maxima.

Similarly, the highestpigmentsoccur 2 to 3 months prior to
the coldest SSTs, while chlorophyll concentrationsbegin to
decrease before SST minima occur. This lack of agreement
shows not only that there is little direct impact of a 5ø-7øC
temperature range on phytoplankton growth but that SST
cannotbe usedto predict phytoplanktonconcentrationswith
a simple statistical model of negative correlations.
In contrast,pigmentconcentrationsand mixed layer depth
have matchingphases(Figure 5). Walsh et al. [ 1989], usinga
complex coupled physical-biologicalnumerical model, determined that the singlemost important factor controllingthe
seasonalvariation of chlorophyll concentrationsin offshore
waters of the Gulf of Mexico was the depth of the mixed
layer embodyingboth light limitation and nutrient availability. While downwelling, grazing, and sinking are important
processes,they play a smaller role in controlling the seasonal abundance of phytoplankton stimulated by "new"
suppliesof nitrogen,i.e., nitrate. In the Gulf of Mexico there
is adequateillumination in the mixed layer on a year-round
basis. Since algal biomassis highestwhen the surface mixed
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layer is deepest,this is strongevidencethat primary productivity in this region is controlled by variations in upward
nutrient flux. This is similar to the processobservedin the
Sargasso Sea by Deuser et al. [1990], Ryther and Menzel
[1960], and Menzel and Ryther [1961]. Conversely, flux
minima occur when stratification ensues during summers,
and primary productivity is small. Further north, for example, light plays a more important role in regulating the
surface blooming of phytoplankton [cf. Sverdrup, 1953].
These are similar conclusionsto those reached by Marta et
al. [1990] in their study of temporal changesof phytoplankton concentration in the SargassoSea.
The model's mixed layer depth was specifiedon a monthly
basis [Walsh et al., 1989], using modified climatological
values from Levitus [ 1982] at 25.5øN, 40.5øW, in the Atlantic.

Here, we derived a climatological hydrographicprofile for
the gulf which confirmsthe phaseand generalvalidity of the
original MLD values used in the model. Both the CZCS and
model phytoplankton concentrationswere highestwhen the
mixed layer was deepest (125 m) and reached a minimum

simultaneously with the shallowest mixed layer (20 m).
CZCS-derived pigment concentrationsdid not start to increase again appreciably until the mixed layer became
deeper than about 50 m, typically in August or September
when the tropical storm and hurricane season commences
(Figure 5).
When local processesof wind mixing do not dominatethe
surface chlorophyll field, the CZCS imagery can be used to
delineate circulation features of the oligotrophic state of the
Gulf of Mexico. For example, the more robust portion of the
time series of pigment images shows that during summer
there was marked spatial structure of low algal biomass
associated with the Loop Current and anticyclonic eddies
(see sequences for both 1979 and 1980 in Plate 1). The
easterngulf was then dominatedby the clear water intrusion
of the summer Loop Current, while the western side con-

tained patches of clear water associatedwith anticyclonic
rings of downwelling cores, where nutrient depletion was
accentuatedduring summerperiods of shallow mixed layers.
Such structureof the pigment fields disappearedin winter,
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Plate 2. Sequenceof 2-weekmeanAVHRR-derivedSST fieldsshowingboth anticyclonicand cyclonicringsin
winterof 1986.Landis maskedgrey,thecoastline,white'andcloudsandmissingdatablack.Riversaffectingthe region
havebeendrawnin blueas part of the landmaskfor informationpurposes.

however, as concentrations increased simultaneously
throughoutthe gulf (Plate 1). Offshorepigmentfieldsbecame
homogeneousas early as late October and did not develop
spatial structure again until about February of the following
year. The first indication of the development of summer
patchinessoccurred when a tongue of low values (<0.1 mg

nature are necessary to decrease the rms difference between
satellite
The

and in situ SST data.
CZCS

data

show

marked

differences

between

the

pigment concentrations offshore in the gulf and those over
the continental shelf. In general, concentrations over the

shelfwere alwayshigh(>0.5 mg m-3) relativeto values
m-3) extendedinto the gulf from YucatanChannel(for offshore(0.2 mg m-3 or less),with extremesoccurringin
example, see March to May 1979or 1980in Plate 1), marking restricted
areasalongthecoast(>5 mgm-3). Furthermore,

the position of the Loop Current.
In contrast, spatial structure in AVHRR images was
poorly developed during summer (mid-May through October) but very well developed in winter (November through
mid-May). We show examples in Plate 2 of winter SST from
1986. Clearly, AVHRR data delineate the winter circulation
patterns of the Loop Current or eddieswhen a sufficientSST
gradient occurs. Both winter and summer AVHRR-derived
SST values are comparable to the COADS estimates (Figures 5, 7, and 8) showingthat in fact the AVHRR provides a
reasonable estimate of SST year-round. Further tests of this

high concentrationsof algal biomass are persistent (1) off
Florida, (2) off Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas, and (3)
over Campeche Bank. Clearly, much of the shelf area of the
Gulf of Mexico falls under the case II water type of Morel
and Prieur [1977].

The biological productivity of the shelf is strongly affected
by (1) the effluent of the Mississippi River [Walsh, 1988], (2)
outflow from coastal lagoons and smaller rivers, (3) cyclonic
eddies which develop along the continental margin [e.g.,
Biggs et al., 1984, 1991], and (4) wind-driven upwelling.
Unfortunately, because of a dearth of nutrient and primary
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productivity observationsat this stage, it is impossibleto
improve upon our prior estimateof the relative contribution
of these nutrient supply mechanisms[Walsh et al., 1989].
The Mississippi River discharges,on the average, about

1.7 x 104 m3 s-1 with a rangeof 0.81 x 104 m3 s-1 in
September
to 2.81x 104 m3 s-1 in April.Thenorthern
Gulf
of Mexico shelf receives, in addition, the discharge of the

MobileRiver,at an averageof 1670m3 s-1 or theequivalent of 10% of the Mississippi, via Mobile Bay [Morisawa,
1968]. The Mobile River shows large variability in its discharge, and in 1980 its flood was the secondlargest in 20
years (R. Stumpf, U.S. Geological Survey, personal communication, 1991).

TheMississippi
Riverdischarges
anaverage
of 2.1 x 108
tons sedimentsper year [Milliman and Meade, 1983],which
generally settle out of the water column, since a primary

production
of >250g C m-2 y-1 occurs
at themouthof the
river [Thomas and Simmons, 1960]. As a result, we are able
to use riverine-induced growth of phytoplankton as a tracer
of freshwater discharge on the Texas-Louisiana shelves,

similarto previous studiesof the plumesof the Amazon and
Orinoco rivers [Miiller-Karger et al., 1988, 1989].
The CZCS data clearly show that a large amount of
colored material

enters the Gulf of Mexico

via the Missis-

> 1 mgm-3) derivedfromsucheventswasa smallfraction
(typically 1-5%) of the surface area of similarly discolored
plume waters flowing westward. Eastward dispersal occurred either as a very thin (<5-10 km) band near the coast,
as diffuse dispersal within 50 km of the coast, or as a large
event in which a bolus of discolored water, over 50 km in
diameter, moved eastward. Two such large events were
detected. In each of these, water moved along the coast past

Cape San Blas (Florida) and subsequently flowed south,
offshorealong the western Florida shelf. The first event took
place in mid-March 1979, the second in late April 1980. In
both cases the cycle of eastward plume transport, full
extension to the Florida keys, and dissipationlasted 20-30
days.
In addition to eastward transport along the coast, small
parcels of river water were also frequently observed being
entrained in the cyclonic edge of the Loop Current and
dispersedoffshore. For example, during September to October 1979, southeastwarddispersalof Mississippiwater in a
narrow (20-80 km) but long (>900 km) band occurred along
the cyclonic edge of the Loop Current. This band could
clearly be seen extending to the Dry Tortugas and being
sweptinto the Straits of Florida on imagestaken on October
9 and 19, 1979. By October 24 this plume, clearly definedby

sippidelta and Mobile Bay. Furthermore, the seriesof CZCS
concentrations
of--•0.2-0.4mg pigmentm-3, flowedpast
imageswas useful for following this material and tracing the
Miami within a 26-km band along the coast of southern
dispersal of the discharge. This was important especially
Florida. However, by then this patch had severed from the
because the simulated Mississippi plume dispersedtoward
main body of the plume near the Mississippidelta. Note that
the east in our model, a result of not being able to apply local
the eastward flowing feature is not clearly visible in the
wind forcing to the Lagrangian circulation scheme. On the
basis of a few studies of the shelf in the northern gulf it has October 1979monthly compositeexcept as a faint trace of a
been inferred instead that the Mississippi River outflow
usually spreadsto the west of the delta over the continental
shelf [Nowlin, 1972; Smith, 1980; Dinnel and Wiseman,
1986; Cochrane and Kelly, 1986]. As a consequence, the
surfacesalinity fields of the Louisiana-Texasshelvesexhibit
a strongseasonalsignal,with 15-psu(practicalsalinityunits)
water found off the mouth of the river and 28 psu near
Brownsville, Texas, during May 1964, in contrast to 30 and
33 psu, respectively, in November 1964 [Cochrane and
Kelly, 1986].
Dispersalof fresh water to the east of the Mississippidelta
also occurs, however. Maul [1977], for example, during a
study of the annual cycle of the Loop Current using in situ
and Landsat satellite data, found a narrow band of lowsalinity water off western Florida (24 psu) and in the Straits
of Florida (30 psu). He inferred that this was Mississippi
River water entrained along the cyclonic edge of the Loop
Current when the current penetrated northward to the vicinity of the delta. Low-salinity waters (34.5 psu), presumably
of Mississippiorigin, were reported as far north as Georgia
during this period [Atkinson and Wallace, 1975].
Our time series of CZCS images confirmed both the
predominant westward dispersal and occasional eastward
transport of combined Mississippi and Mobile river water.
Also, the CZCS data showed definite patterns in the variability of the width and length of the plume. We examined
the series of daily CZCS images for the period November
1978 to May 1980 to obtain a general perception of the
frequency of eastward transport of plume water. We found
that eastwarddispersalwas sporadicand short-livedand that
it covered a small area. Typically, the surfacearea occupied
by strongly discolored water (e.g., pigment concentrations

wider(--•70km),diffuse
bandof--•0.2mgpigment
m-3 along
the eastern edge of the Loop Current (Plate 1). In images
from mid-November 1979, mid-December 1979, and midJanuary 1980, new streamersof river water could be seen
entrained in the eastern cyclonic edge of the Loop Current.
These were short-lived

and did not exceed about 500 km in

length. By mid-May 1980, however, another streamerhad
been carded to the Straits of Florida.

It is possiblethat in additionto entrainmentin the edgeof
the Loop Current during periods of northward intrusions,
which may occur at any time during a year, eastward
dispersalof river water is facilitated by prevailing wind
patterns over the northern gulf during the first half of the
year. Pechmann et al. [1986] computedthe monthly winddriven transport for the Gulf of Mexico for the period
1977-1985 based on the National

Weather

Service limited

area, fine mesh model II (LFM II) results. They show that
the monthly mean wind-driven transportin the northeastern
gulf is weakly north-northwestwardfor January through
March, nil in June through September, and strongly westnorthwestwardin October through December. It is conceivable that during the period of weak transport, northward
wind events or northward intrusions of the Loop Current
facilitate eastward movement of river water parcels. It

appearsthat only on very rare occasionsdo smallamountsof
river water move east during the second half of the year.
Typically, however, the Mississippi-Mobile plume appearedas a massiveband of highpigmentsextendingwest of
Mobile Bay and the Mississippi delta along the coast. The
width of the MississippiRiver plume seemedto vary with
seasonal changes in discharge rate: a wider plume was
observedduring the months of high discharge.Furthermore,
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Fig. 10. Time series of monthly mean discharge (cubic meters per second) values for the Mississippi River at
Vicksburg (Mississippi).The solid curve representsactual monthly mean dischargeestimates. The dotted curve shows
a climatology based on monthly mean dischargebetween 1929 and 1989.

changesin the length of the plume seemed to follow major
changesin the total annual discharge.
The total annual discharge rate for the Mississippi may
vary by a factor of 3 or more between years; clearly, part of
the variance was embeddedin our time series. For example,
in 1978 and 1980 the MississippiRiver flow closely followed
the long-term hydrograph (Figure 10). The monthly CZCS
compositesfor 1978 (November and December, not shown)
and for 1980 (Plate 1) show that most of the dischargewas
carried west in a band following the coast and extending at
least as far as Tampico, Mexico. The band was broadest
over the shelf off Louisiana and Texas, exhibiting a cross-

In addition to an offshoremovement effected by a cyclonic
eddy, during July to August 1979 the plume was affected by
hurricane activity in the northern Gulf of Mexico. In particular, Hurricane Bob (July 9-11) formed in the southwestern
Gulf of Mexico and made landfall in Louisiana, east of the
Atchafalaya River mouth [Halper and Schroeder, 1990]. The
Texas and Louisiana coasts were for the most part on the
trailing edge (left-hand side) of the hurricane, which would
have led to the offshore dispersal of coastal waters. Very
high pigment concentrations are indeed seen moving offshorein this area in the July 1979CZCS composite.Tropical
storms Claudette (July 21-24) and Elena (August 29 to
shelfgradientin pigments.Values>2 mg m-3 occurred September 1) further helped disperse the plume offshore.
within 5 km of the coast, rapidly decreasingto values around Hurricane Frederic (September 10-12) then followed a track
0.5 mg m-3 about30 km off the coastand decreasing
to [see Halper and Schroeder, 1990] which causeda tongue of
about0.1 mg m-3 roughly100 km from the coast.Off Mississippi water to wrap around the cyclonic edge of an
Brownsville, Texas, the band was less than 60 km wide.
anticyclonic eddy pinched off from the Loop Current (see
The annual average dischargein 1979 was about 1.6 times below). Again in this case, the Mississippiplume was located
larger than that estimated for 1978 or 1980 (Figure 10). In on the trailing edge of the hurricane.
A persistentcyclone in the western Gulf of Mexico would
fact, discharge during the second half of 1979 was nearly
twice that experienced during the second semesterof 1980. agree with the general pattern of offshore recirculation
This was the result of at least five cyclonic storms which described by Cochrane and Kelly [1986] and Dinnel and
occurred in the gulf between July and September 1979 Wiseman [1986], who concluded that the fresh water from
[Halper and Schroeder, 1990]. The higher dischargeled to a the Mississippiand Atchafalaya rivers is carded offshore off
longer, wider, and more persistent coastal band containing central-south Texas and then is carried back east along the
pigment
values>2 mgm-3 relativeto theplumeseenin 1980 shelf break. There is ample evidence for offshore flow near
(Plate 1).
the Mexico-United States border: Elliott [ 1979] suggeststhat
The plume dispersal patterns in 1979 showed additional there is an eastward flow from the coast of Texas resulting
peculiarities. In contrast to the patterns seenin 1980, a large from the confluence of the coastal currents moving south
portion of the chlorophyll plume was carried offshore near along Texas and north along Mexico, while Merrel and
the southern border of Texas starting approximately in Morrison [1981] suggestthat this eastward jet maintains (or
April. The offshore movement of this plume in April to June is maintained by) an anticyclone/cycloneeddy pair in the
may have been due to cyclonic eddy motions near the edge western gulf. Such patterns can be related to westward
of the continental shelf. Note the cyclonic eddy depicted by motion of an anticyclone, shed by the Loop Current in the
the AVHRR in this region during January 15-29, 1986 (Plate easterngulf [Walsh et al., 1989]. The cyclonic eddies appear
2). Similar cyclonic eddies are seenwithin thermal imagesof as the large anticyclone dissipatesby friction as it interacts
with the continental margin.
at least February 1984 and January 1987 (not shown here).
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As was mentioned above, the CZCS provided the first
summer pictures of the Loop Current and the anticyclonic
eddiesit periodically sheds.These eddiesare shedsometime
after the Loop Current reaches its maximum northern extreme. However, the timing of penetration by the Loop
Current is variable [Maul, 1977]. Also, the extent of penetration varies. For example, Nowlin and Hubertz [1972]
found the northernmost extreme of the current at 28øN, and
Huh et al. [1978] found it entering De Soto Canyon and
coming within 8 km of Pensacola Beach, Florida, on February 11, 1977. A CZCS image obtained on June 1, 1985, also
deafly shows the Loop Current extending into De Soto
Canyon, but most images show penetration only to less than
27ø-28øN.

The best images of anticyclones were obtained in 1979 and
1980 (Plate 1). However, the pattern of eddy formation,
movement, and dispersal in 1979 was totally different from
that seen in 1980. It is unclear what effect hurricanes may
have on anticyclonic eddies shed by the Loop Current, but
the erratic behavior of two eddies shed during the second
half of 1979 (see below) may have been a direct consequence
of the unusual 1979 hurricane activity.
In the 1979 series of compositesthe Loop Current can be
first seen in March 1979 extending to approximately 26.9øN.
Even though this feature is barely distinguishedfrom other
Gulf of Mexico waters in Plate 1, there was a difference of

morethan0.05mgpigmentm-3 between
theinteriorof the
Loop Current and other gulf waters. By April, a band of

slightlyelevatedpigmentconcentration
(>0.1 mg m-3)
extended from Campeche Bank toward the Florida keys,
thus severing the northern portion of the intrusion. This
showed the first anticyclonic eddy of the pigment series.
High-pigment waters originatingfrom CampecheBank also
outlined the western edge of the eddy, which was approximately 400 km in diameter. The fate of this eddy is not clear
from the CZCS

data. There is a hint of lower concentrations

north of Campeche Bank and west of the Loop Current in
the following composite(May 1979), but it is unclear if this
represents a remnant of the eddy.
The Loop Current can be seen penetrating northward
again in May and June (up to 27.$øN), flanked on its western
side by a band of higher concentrations extending NNW
from Campeche Bank for at least :500 km. In July 1979
another eddy can be seen breaking off the northern half of
the Loop Current (N-S diameter, 240 km; E-W diameter, 380
km). This eddy, however, appearsto have been reabsorbed
into the Loop Current, since the August composite showsa
well-defined and fully extended Loop Current.
The August composite also showsthat there is a constriction at the base of the Loop Current near 23.4øN. This
constriction leads to another sheddingevent, with an eddy of
--•320-kmdiameter seen in the September composite. In this
composite the Loop Current can be seen flowing directly
from Yucatan Channel to the Straits of Florida, hugging
Cuba. This eddy also seemsto have been reabsorbedinto the
Loop Current, causing a sinuous circulation pattern which
extended

from Yucatan

Channel

to 27.9øN in October.

The

Loop Current and other circulation patterns were then
obscured in subsequent images of the gulf, as gradients in
pigment abundance weakened.
While each of these eddies seems to have been shed and

subsequentlyreabsorbedby the Loop Current, it is possible
that only one ring was shed and that this ring continually

interacted with the current without reabsorption. It is possible that mixing of near-surface waters obscured the separation zone, therefore rendering the ring indistinguishable
from the Loop Current in the CZCS imagery.
During 1980the Loop Current first became distinguishable
in the March composite. By June (the first of a series of
10-day composites),much of the gulf showed extremely low

concentrations
(<0.05 mgm-3). Thispossibly
wasa result
of widespread nutrient depletion in surface waters by phytoplankton uptake under conditions of strong water column
stratification and was perhaps accentuated by westward
penetration of anticyclonic eddies carrying clear water shed
by the Loop Current. An anticyclonic ring shed during this
period will become associatedwith a cyclone in a fall eddy
pair off the Texas coast. In July the Loop Current was well
defined, extending farther north to 27. IøN, compared to the
May position. The intrusion was then flanked to the west by
a band of higher concentrationsextending from Campecheto
the NNW.

The Loop Current then shed another anticyclonic eddy,
visible in the August 1980 composite. The eddy entrained
high-pigmentwater from the shelf off Florida and carried it
seaward to distancesover 500 km offshore. The September
and October 1980 composites show that the eddy drifted
toward the WSW, growing in size as it was displaced. The
approximate size of this second eddy and the approximate
location of its center were as follows: August, 350 km N-S
diameter, 160 km E-W diameter, centered at 25.9øN, 88øW,
with its northernmost extension at 27.5øN; September, 330
km N-S diameter, 235 km E-W diameter, centered at 25.3øN,
89.4øW, or approximately 160 km from the August position;
and October, 350 km N-S diameter, 375 km E-W diameter,
centered at 24.7øN, 90.4øW, or approximately 120 km from
the September position.

Thisgivesanapproximate
speedof 5 kmd-1 overa period
of 60 days, similar to translation velocities of other observed
[Vukovich and Crissman, 1986; Kirwan et al., 1988] and
simulated[Walsh et al., 1989] anticyclonic eddiesin the Gulf
of Mexico.

Note also in the October 1980 composite (Plate 1) that the
cyclonic feature causingeastward export of a algal biomass
from the Texas shelf is present again, similar to April 1979,
but the first anticyclone of the eddy pair can now be seen to
the southeastof the cyclone. Unfortunately, there were no
data available for the first 10 days of November to follow the
progressof either the cyclone or the two anticyclones. By
December 1980 neither the Loop Current nor the eddies
could be identified in the CZCS imagery becauseof the high
uniform concentrationsthroughout the region. Presumably,
thermal infrared satellite data would have been helpful in
continuingto monitor the evolution of these features. However, we had no accessto infrared data for this period.
Several oceanographershave tried to define the frequency
of anticyclonic eddy shedding by the Loop Current. The
general conclusionis that eddy sheddingis variable. Numerical models tend to shed anticyclonic eddies at a frequency
of one every 300 days, namely, at the natural frequency of
the Loop Current under constant boundary conditions [see
Hulburt and Thompson,1980; Walsh et al., 1989]. Vukovich
[ 1988b] concludesthat the average eddy-sheddingfrequency
is 10.9 months, and Behringer et al. [1977] suggestedthat
one eddy occurs per year. The most complete eddy census
was carried out by Elliott [1979, 1982], who concluded that
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there are yearsin which no eddiesoccur, but that up to three
eddies may occur in any 1 year (as between October 1966
and June 1967). The CZCS data presented here tend to
support the idea that the frequency of eddy shedding is

pared to the ambient oligotrophicwater [e.g., Yoder, 1985].
Validation of complex, coupled physical-biologicalmodels
requires synoptic and frequent data sets, spanningthe time
scales (days to years) of dominant processes.
variable. We look forward to future launches of a color
In spite of the number of physical oceanographicstudies
sensor, providing contemporaryand real-time satellite pig- that have been conducted in the gulf, for example, the
ment and SST fields, to successfully monitor interannual physical processes that control ring and eddy formation
cycles of Loop Current penetration and eddy shedding [Vukovich and Maul, 1985] are still not fully understood.
within the Gulf of Mexico.
Similarly, the frequency of eddy shedding [Elliott, 1982;
Auer, 1987] remains ill defined, and it is not clear whether

the maximum northward penetration of the Loop Current is
a seasonal phenomenon [Leipper, 1970; Vukovich et al.,
Pigment concentrationin the Gulf of Mexico undergoesa 1979;Maul, 1977; Sturges and Evans, 1983]. Acceptance of
well-defined seasonalcycle which is generally synchronous an eastern gulf forcing as a major source of variance in the
throughout the region. Highest concentrations (>0.18 mg physical habitat of the western gulf is a result of the last
m-3) occurbetweenDecemberandFebruary,andlowest decade of satellite observations, field experiments, and
values(---0.06mgm-3) occurbetweenMay andJuly.SST numerical models. However, at this point the in situ oceanvariation is also synchronous throughout the gulf, with ographicdata set for the Gulf of Mexico is still insufficientto
maxima between July and September and minima in Febru- addressquestionson processesaffecting the distribution of
ary and March. While annual cycles of algal biomass were biologicaland chemical properties.
out of phase relative to the seasonal SST cycle, the mixed
The next decade must provide similar data for nutrient
layer depth and pigment concentrations showed similar concentrations, rates of phytoplankton and zooplankton
phases. Model simulationsshow that the singlemost impor- processes, and detailed regional multidisciplinary studies.
tant factor controllingthe seasonalcycle in surfacepigment Failure to build up environmental data bases will impair
concentration is the depth of the mixed layer.
progresstoward understandingof the temporal and spatial
The combined use of ocean color and infrared images variability of phytoplanktondistribution in this basin and the
promises year-round observation of the spatial structure of inherent biogeochemicalcycles they mediate.
CONCLUSIONS

the near-surface

circulation

in the Gulf of Mexico.

Infrared

images are most useful between November and mid-May,
when strong temperature gradients occur. During this time,
pigment concentrations are relatively high and typically
horizontally homogeneous.Between late May and October,
SST fields are uniform, however, while surface circulation
features, including the Loop Current and large anticyclonic
eddies, can be traced with CZCS data as very clear water

bodies(<0.05mgpigment
m-3) withinmoreturbidwatersof
the Gulf of Mexico. Three anticyclonic eddies were observed in summer of 1979, and at least two were observed in
summer

of 1980.

The monthly mean ocean color images show that most of
the water dischargedby the Mississippi and Mobile rivers
flows to the west, followingthe Louisiana-Texascoastand at
times reaching south of the Mexico-United States border.
There were some single (daily) images showingthat parcels
of plume water can be carried east of the Mississippidelta
and flow south along the western Florida shelf break. From
limited data it appearedthat such events have higher probability of occurring during the January to June period. On
very rare occasions, small amounts of river water can move
eastalso duringthe secondhalf of the year. There were large
interannual differencesin the size (length and width) of the
plume extending to the west consistent with variations in
volume discharge.
During April 1979 and October 1980 in CZCS imagery, as
well as during February 1984, January 1986, and February
1987 in AVHRR imagery, a cyclonic ring can be seen off the
Texas coast, exporting high-chlorophyll and low-temperature water to the continental slope. Similar cyclonic features
are found here in shipboard surveys [Biggs et al., 1991] as
well as numerical models [Walsh et al., 1989]. We are
presently investigating the role of cyclonic eddies in enhanced primary production within western boundary currents, where tenfold higher carbon fixation occurs, com-
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